Fundamental frequency and regularity of cardiac electrograms with Fourier organization analysis.
Dominant frequency analysis (DFA) and organization analysis (OA) of cardiac electrograms (EGMs) aims to establish clinical targets for cardiac arrhythmia ablation. However, these previous spectral descriptions of the EGM have often discarded relevant information in the spectrum, such as the harmonic structure or the spectral envelope. We propose a fully automated algorithm for estimating the spectral features in EGM recordings. This approach, called Fourier OA (FOA), accounts jointly for the organization and periodicity in the EGM, in terms of the fundamental frequency instead of dominant frequency. In order to compare the performance of FOA and DFA-OA approaches, we analyzed simulated EGM, obtained in a computer model, as well as two databases of implantable defibrillator-stored EGM. FOA parameters improved the organization measurements with respect to OA, and averaged cycle length and regularity indexes were more accurate when related to the fundamental (instead of dominant) frequency, as estimated by the algorithm (p < 0.05 comparing f(0) estimated by DFA and by FOA). FOA yields a more detailed and robust spectral description of EGM compared to DFA and OA parameters.